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PUBLIC MEETING
June 8, 2013
AGENDA
9:00 – 9:15 am

Welcome

Steve Wilkins
Event Moderator; NHCFH Director
AND

Vince Ewing
MNR Bancroft District Manager

Introduction

Ron Bowman
NHCFH President

9:15 – 10:00 am

Part 1: History / Legacy / ‘Wall of Fame’
Tributes to NHCFH Supporters Ron Bowman
Hatchery Development and
Denis Brown
NHCFH Director and Facility Lead
Facility Operations
Part 2: Community Outreach and Marketing
Our Volunteer Base
Glen Pomeroy
NHCFH Director and Membership
Chair

Community Outreach

Kevin Vance
NHCFH Vice President and
Fundraising Chair

10:00 – 10:30 am

Refreshment Break and Networking

10:30 am – 12:00 pm

Part 3: The Future
“Lake Trout Past, Present and
Future: Prospects and
Adaptive Potential for an Ice
Age Species in a Warming
World”
A Fish Story – Dedicated
Angler Programs
Production and Stocking Plans
for the Future – the Next 5
Years

12:00 pm

Final remarks / Wrap-up

Dr. Chris Wilson
MNR Research Scientist

David Flowers
MNR Fisheries Extension Biologist,
Bancroft District

Steve Wilkins

Opening Remarks
Steve Wilkins, NHCFH Director
- Steve welcomed everyone to the event – a celebration of the Hatchery and its success, and
gathering public input on future plans
Ron Bowman, NHCFH President
- Introduced as an ambassador for the hatchery
- Appreciative of all those that attended; providing information on lakes that have been stocked
so far, and discussing where to go next
Vince Ewing, MNR Bancroft District Manager
- Steve noted that the maps and event wouldn’t have been possible without the support of the
local Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) office and the District Manager – welcome Vince
- Opportunity to celebrate successes and accomplishments, and strong partnerships formed
along the way
- Also looking at the future of the hatchery and planning – very important that this organization is
doing this
- MNR is also planning through the current transformation exercise – 3 year plan focussing on
how we deliver programs in a sustainable and efficient way
- One change has been the discontinuation of Community Fisheries and Wildlife Involvement
Program (CFWIP) and replacement with 2 new programs – the Community Hatchery Program
(CHP) and Land Stewardship and Habitat Restoration Program (LSHRP)
- Community Hatchery Program being administered by Ontario Federation of Anglers & Hunters
(OFAH) and will rely on a close working relationship between the hatchery and the MNR office
- Science-based resource management will remain a priority for MNR – great that Chris Wilson
is joining us today to share scientific perspectives and knowledge of fisheries management
- Congratulations on accomplishments so far, and looking forward to the discussions today
Steve went through the materials in the registration package
- Highlighted the need to complete the questionnaire and return it at the end of the day
- Also highlighted the current newsletter (with thanks to John Ross and Mary Lefeuvre) and
membership form (Glen Pomeroy)
- Also highlighted some other handout materials around the room – including District stocking
list, species fact sheets, and 2013 Nature Discovery Tours schedule
Opportunities for input:
- Complete the questionnaire
- 7 fact sheets – capturing comments on the 7 lakes that have been stocked
- Large map showing lakes that are potentials for stocking in the future – Gord’s Hotstove Club –
capturing comments
- Q&A with speakers
Proceedings will capture all input, and will be posted on the Hatchery website
6 Door prizes available (be sure to register) and 50/50 tickets for sale
Room set up by themes that match the agenda – History / Legacy, Community Outreach and
Marketing, and The Future

Presentations
Part 1: History / Legacy / ‘Wall of Fame’
Ron Bowman, NHCFH President
Tributes to NHCFH Supporters
- Any tribute must start with Dennis and Mary Lefeuvre’s vision and dream to build a fish
hatchery on Hysert Road
- A state of the art facility using a unique water recirculation system
- No full time staff – run exclusively by volunteers
- Rob Henderson was the second president that took over from Dennis; provided pro-bono
lawyer services; instrumental in securing first brook trout eggs from MNR
- Money and volunteers are vital to the success of the hatchery – blessed with a great gang of
dedicated and hardworking volunteers
- One large annual fundraising event, and the rest is raised through donations; 2 major
expenses are hydro and fish feed
- Giant thank-you to all volunteers and contributors (listed in a past newsletter)
- Ron highlighted the display of equipment used at the hatchery – expensive equipment that
requires replacement
- Thanks to everyone that has or in future will contribute to hatchery success
- Special presentation by David Flowers to Mary LeFeuvre – founding lady of the Hatchery
recognized for all her contributions – presented with a special lake trout pin
- Mary thanked all of the volunteers for stepping up to help out the past year; and special thanks
to Don McLeod for the initial drawings and his continued support; so special for her to see
Dennis’ dream alive at the hatchery
Denis Brown, NHCFH Director and Facility Lead
Hatchery Development and Facility Operations
- A founding member of the hatchery and the guy in charge of plumbing at the hatchery
- Dennis L’s and also the hatchery’s vision is ‘local fish for local lakes’ – Dennis L spent hours
travelling around to get ideas for the hatchery
- Preliminary site meetings, feasibility studies … and
more meetings
- Well drilling and surveying commenced
- Construction began in the winter months of 2007 –
not idea; 75% of costs were spent locally – building
materials, contractors, etc.; permitting fees and
recirculation system were outside expenses; used a
company in the USA because they provide a
complete, full unit
- Building includes a meeting room and kitchen
separate from the hatchery – a place for volunteers
Figure 1: View of the NHCFH fish rearing area
to meet, meeting room, etc.
- Complicated plumbing system; 4 wells with continuous flow; chilling system that’s required in
the summer months
- First egg collection in 2007 – eggs raised by HHOA for first 2 years while building completed
- Combi tanks are large round tanks not usually used for raising LT, but has worked for us
- Lots of support from local high school classes to assist with fish operation activities
- End result is local fish for local lakes

-

Very good success rate – fish are large at 180 g or 10-12 inches in length – example display
boards around the room showing size difference to provincial average
If you haven’t seen the hatchery, take the time for a tour – tours being offered after the session
today

Part 2: Community Outreach and Marketing
Kevin Vance, NHCFH Vice-President and Fundraising Chair
Community Outreach
- Involvement with the NOS and NERDS programs are a huge help to the hatchery and the
community
- Sponsors – Mary Lefeuvre is at the top of the list; lots of local businesses, organizations and
individuals that support the hatchery – everyone is impressed with work to improve a local
heritage species
- Food and hydro are the big bills – needed to run the hatchery; idea for a new fundraising
campaign – ‘Hydro Club’ - hydro sponsor for a month ($1,500)
- Main fundraising event on Friday, July 5th – dinner and auction – community event for families;
pig and lamb roast, as well as the addition this year of East Indian food sampler; doors open at
5:30 pm and dinner at 6:30 pm at the Curling Club; may run out of tickets so get yours now $25 each
- If interested in volunteering at the fundraising dinner or elsewhere within the hatchery program,
see Glen Pomeroy
- Suggestions or ideas always welcomed
Glen Pomeroy, NHCFH Director and Membership Chair
NHCFH Volunteer Base
- Most important resource is our volunteers and members
- Dedicated crew that runs the hatchery – both in the hatchery and administration
- Break-down of annual volunteer hours:
o Tuesday morning inventories = 3024 hours
o Morning feeding / maintenance staff = 1405 hours
o Evening feeding / maintenance staff = 365 hours
o General maintenance = 500 hours
o Administration (including banking, charity receipts, reports and data entry, board
minutes, etc.) = 1560 hours
o Communications (e.g. website, newsletters) = 75 hours
o Board meetings = 315 hours
Volunteers contribute
o Annual General Meeting = 97.5 hours
over 8,300 hours
o Fundraising dinner = 540 hours
annually to operate
o Egg collection = 120 hours
the hatchery
o Stocking = 280 hours
o Membership administration = 96 hours
- TOTAL of 8385 hours of volunteer time annually to run the hatchery – lots of different jobs to
make it happen, all done by volunteers
- Currently 121 members; $40 annual membership fee
- insurance coverage recently changed – formerly through OFAH; new policy (purchased locally)
includes comprehensive coverage for both volunteers and visitors
- looking for people who are interested in helping out with various aspects of hatchery – building
/ facility, hatchery operations, education, fundraising and promotions, public relations,
community fisheries assessment program – see Glen if interested in volunteering

BREAK
- celebration part of agenda now completed
- review of room setup; Volunteer Angler Diary in package will be reviewed after break
- first 4 questions in questionnaire focus on presentations so far
BACK FROM BREAK
- rest of session is about the future
- Stan Loney – volunteer of the year – drawing door prizes (2)
- Chris Wilson drew the winning ticket for the 50/50

Part 3: The Future
David Flowers introduced the second part of the session

Figure 2: Volunteers hard at work

Lois and Carm Puff were involved in egg collection on Crystal Lake before the hatchery even began;
HHOA raised Bancroft fish (Weslemkoon and Ashby Lake strains); Bancroft assisted with raising
Ompah fish – great to see the partnerships that have formed between the hatcheries in our District
David introduced Dr. Chris Wilson – renowned MNR research scientist

Dr. Chris Wilson, MNR Research Scientist
“Lake Trout Past, Present and Future: Prospects for an Ice Age Species in a Warming World”
- Encouraging to see people spending their weekend to be part of this event
- ‘local fish for local lakes’ is so important for all fish species – MNR is moving in this direction
but slowly; great to see the partnership that has developed between MNR and the NHCFH these community hatcheries play a very important role in preserving unique lake trout
populations
- People locally saying that we value our local resources, and we want to use them sustainably
and have them for future generations – commended for this
- Climate change affects the ability of species and populations to adapt – what can persist when
conditions change – either on their own or with help
- Most species have an evolutionary life span of 1 million years – lake trout are 2.5 M – glacial
habitat is what they evolved from – lake trout as THE ice age fish – lake trout only live in
habitats that were created by the glaciers – recolonized after the glaciers retreated
- Glacial signatures on lake trout evolution and dispersal – genetic and geographic tracks in time
and space; southern Ontario is a genetic hot spot for lake trout –
only jurisdiction with ALL evolutionary lineages
Optimal temperature
- Coldwater specialist with strict habitat needs – like below 12
for Lake Trout is below
degrees Celsius
- Access, suitability (habitat, biotic community) and persistence
12 ⁰ C
(ability to cope / adapt) determine whether a species exists
- Maintaining populations – MNR has managed Great Lakes strains
to rehab populations in both Great Lakes and inland lakes – a better approach is to raise fish
that are better adapted to the local conditions, especially in small inland lakes
- Built a genetic map of lake trout populations in Haliburton County – utilizing a lake trout head
collection with anglers; data on over 100 lakes in Bancroft District now – identifying native,
non-native and mixed ancestry; David Flowers as a champion in getting government to support
communities in efforts to conserve local populations; identified separate native gene pools in
Haliburton, Bancroft and Algonquin Park

-

-

-

-

-

Glacial relict populations with unusual genetic signatures; small-bodied fish; unusual spawning
behaviour (spawn deeper and seek groundwater upwellings – ancestral trait); evidence for
local adaptation  species that are well worth keeping
Study on effect of stocking on genetic make-ups of LT populations now – distribution of
evolutionary groups corresponds with glacial retreat events; Lake Manitou strain had the
greatest impact in Evans’ research lakes – makes sense because an inland lake vs. Great
Lakes strain; reinforces if you want something to work, use an ecologically acceptable source
Algonquin Lake trout is one of the best pieces of evidence of adaptive capabilities – silver LT in
1920s made up 10% of fisheries and up to 90% by 1990 – scientifically proved that species
was more fit / has an advantage
Oxygen depletion is a concern – drops in oxygen below threshold force LT in certain parts of
lake during summer – oxygen and temperate profiles in summer are important
Important traits for selection – each lake trout strain has unique life history characteristics
Study on temperature tolerance of lake trout – ability to respond to temperature stress is the
same for all LT – this is unique – not the case for all fish species
Study on defined oxygen range for LT – cannot function outside the range; looking at thermal
tolerance and metabolic rates – not as active in warmer waters
We value LT – we need to invest in them; biggest challenge in terms of persistence is
development; whole idea is to give them a future
Ongoing research is looking at adaptive ability of LT
Management challenges – difference among regions and climatic zones; changing stocking
roles – stocking local fish that are better adapted
LT are facing challenges and need help from engaged communities
Q: fish raised in warmer temperatures have better ability to adapt to temperature fluctuations /
more tolerant of warmer temperatures – are fish raised in hatcheries that have fluctuating
temperatures better adapted?  depends on the conditions at the hatchery
Q: can fish pass on this trait?  yet to be determined through temperature trials
Q: most important factors in raising hatchery fish  temperature, oxygen and disease – further
studies on ability to adapt to these factors
John Ross presented a gift to Dr. Chris Wilson

David Flowers, MNR Fisheries Extension Biologist
A Fish Story – Dedicated Angler Programs
- Measuring the success of past NHCFH stocking
efforts – do the fish survive that we’re stocking? getting information back through angler diaries
- Example of angler programs in Algonquin Park and
David Evans’ project in Haliburton County – posters

-

-

-

Figure 3: Comparison of fish size at stocking
in the room for further review; referred to as ’citizen
science’ – volunteer anglers providing the data
Looking for dedicated anglers that can provide consistent information – fishing effort and catch
information
Kennisis Lake Angler Diary Program – pilot project; locals wanted to stock lake; used angler
diaries to get a sense of the state of the fisheries (4 dedicated anglers); then assessment and
standardized netting program to ground-truth angler results; used both angling data and
netting results to determine LT status
Implications to lakes stocked by NHCFH – need to engage the local community to assist with
lake trout data collection (angler diaries) to determine the status of LT populations in NHCFH
stocked lakes – angler information is the first step; netting opportunities to follow
Need people to sign up / engage locals in data collection – diaries and possibly on-line
reporting

David Flowers, MNR Fisheries Extension Biologist
Production and Stocking Plans for the Future – the Next 5 Years
- Involvement of MNR moving forward important
o Thank-you to Dennis Fraser from the MNR for the maps
o Rehabilitation Plan developed by MNR Biologist Erin MacDonald
o egg collection efforts by Steve Lawrence
- Total fish stocked to date is 71,415 (68,500 LT and 2,915 BT); now have accurate stocking
records from 2008 to present (thanks to volunteers that confirmed the numbers); stocked 6,204
fish in 2013; raise bigger fish – possibly the best in the province for yearling size
- Does size really matter?  need to prove this through follow-up
assessments
- In a true rehab program, success is when the prodgeny of the
71,415 fish have been
stocked fish produce young
stocked by NHCFH - Production capacity – how many fish can the hatchery raise? –
68,500 Lake Trout
6,700 yearlings and 15-30,000 fall fingerlings (based on 5 large
2,915 Brook Trout
tanks / raceways); 15,000 fall fingerlings if using super-troughs
for BT
- What’s needed moving forward - Continued volunteer and community support, MNR approvals
and field assistance, MOE approvals, and long-term funding
- A new 5 year plan is needed to guide the future direction of the hatchery – plan to include
details on the history and goals of the hatchery, property description, permits required,
stocking history and a new 5 year production plan (i.e. fish targets and stocking locations)
- Gord Brown asked to provide an overview of “Hotstove” comments so far – “need lakes that
have good road access; consider other local lakes – i.e. Cashel, Anstruther; converting PGT
lakes to rehab lakes; rehab spawning beds; lakes need to be local – that’s where the support
from the hatchery is coming from (not from outlying areas of District); better marketing (i.e.
presence at community events (Home Show), signage at boat launches of stocked lakes”
- Tools used to determine population status – District netting programs have provided
information as to the population status in local lakes; lakes that fall below a Catch-Per-UnitEffort threshold are considered for rehab stocking (see “Bancroft Mazinaw Area Lake Trout
Strategy and Lake Trout State of the Resource Report” by Erin MacDonald, 2008)
- How rehab lakes are chosen / factors: evidence of depleted natural population; good water
quality, suitable spawning and juvenile habitat; fish community is not dominated by top
predators; compatible genetic origin between the natural fish in the lake and the fish to be
stocked; willingness and interest by the public to assist with habitat rehabilitation, data
collection and follow-up assessment; long term monitoring
- List of 13 potential lakes provided (see Appendix) – will need to sit down with MNR to further
refine the list, with recognition of volunteer concerns
- comment from the floor - raising fish for lakes in Mazinaw requires involvement and resources
from volunteers in those communities
- Q: how do you get a lake included on the list?  rehab plan developed by Erin identifies which
lakes are candidates, based on assessment information – contact the local MNR office
- Thank you to local folks that contribute to the program
- Special presentation to David for his efforts with the hatchery

Closing Remarks
4 more door prizes drawn
Reminder to complete the questionnaires and return to the table at the door
Reminder that a tour is being offered at the hatchery starting at 1:30 pm today
Steve Wilkins wrapped up the event by thanking everyone for coming, for supporting the hatchery
and providing their input

Appendix 1: List of Participants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

First Name
Glenn
Doug
Ron
John
Steve
David
Jennifer
Lois
Mary
Glen
Garry
Don
Terry
Terry
Bob
Mike
Ryan
Paul
Doreen
Stan
Roger
Vince
Denis
Suzy
Shane
Gord
Sean
Noel
Carmen
Chris
Wendy
Dennis
Jim
Ron
Chris
Kevin
Robert
Bob

Last Name
Locke
Wiley
Bowman
Ross
Wilkins
Flowers
Card
Poff
LeFeuvre
Pomeroy
Sutherland
Brown
Campbell
Hill
Cole
Johnson
Hill
Goggan
Goggan
Loney
Kelly
Ewing
Brown
Shalla
Wood
Brown
Kelsey
Degrieck
Poff
Paige
Maxwell
Maxwell
Brockley
Howson
Wilson
Vance
Craftchick
Wells

Appendix 2: Draw Results
Door Prizes:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Item
Flies in wooden case
NHCFH camo hat
Boat kit
Scale
Coffee
BASC hat, cooler bag and
pocket knife

Donated by
John Ross
North Hastings Community Fish Hatchery
MNR
MNR
MNR
Bancroft Area Stewardship Council

Won By
Carman Poff
Mike Johnson
Jim Brockley
Paul Gogen
Ryan Hill
Lois Poff

50/50 Draw:
Raised a total of $102. Winning ticket was drawn by Dr. Chris Wilson.
Winner was Steve Wilkins who donated his $51 winnings back to the Hatchery – thank you Steve!

Appendix 3: List of Poster Displays and Handouts
Haliburton Lake Trout Adaptive Management Experiment: Angler Diary Program and Creel
Surveys, 2000-2011 - David O. Evans, Audie J. Skinner, Victoria E. Kopf and Bob Irwin.
Aquatic Research and Development Section, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
The Halilburton Lake Trout Project employed creel surveys, tagging, netting surveys, hydro-acoustic
surveys, water quality and fish habitat surveys, and an angler diary program to monitor the lake
trout fishery and responses of the fish populations in 4 study lakes (Grace, Esson, Farquhar, and
Miskwabi lakes).
Algonquin Park Trout Fishing Survey – Melissa Robillard and Glenn Forward, Aquatic Science
Unit, Science and Information Branch, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
A detailed account of a fisheries monitoring program using angler information in Algonquin Park.

Bancroft/Mazinaw Lake Trout Strategy and Lake Trout State of the Resource Report, 2008
Community Fisheries Assessment Program, 2008
Tool-kit for Lake Trout Rehabilitation Efforts in Bancroft District, 2009
Information provided by Erin MacDonald, Area Biologist, Bancroft District, Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources
A summary of goals, objectives and strategies for managements of native lake trout lakes, as well as
lake trout data and information on the state of the lake trout populations within the Bancroft/ Mazinaw
Area.

Kennisis Lake Fact Sheet

NHCFH Fact Sheets for stocked lakes – L’Amable Lake example

NOTE: Angler creel data not yet collected for NHCFH stocked lakes.

Comments and feedback recorded at ‘Gord’s Hot-stove Club’
- Cashel Lake as a stocking potential
- Change some PGT lakes to hatchery stocked
- More emphasis on spawning bed rehabilitation
- Take a look at Anstruther Lake
- Keep the stocking program local
- Paudash Lake for sure
- Stocked lakes that fall within the Algonquin Land Claim area – will this impact public access?
- Need for a marketing person to better promote the hatchery
- Poor access on Limestone, Belfour, Hudson and Sucker (KHPP)
- Continue stocking Robinson Lake (received excess Round Lake / Pembroke fish in 2012)

2013 NHCFH Stocking list

Candidate Lakes for Future Rehabilitation Stocking
NOTE: Subject to further review by NHCFH and MNR.
Lake Name
Balfour
Brule
Buckshot
Buzzard
Galeairy
Hudson
Kishkebus
Limetone
Lyell
Lucky
Paudash
Dark
Sucker

Angler Diary Form

Geographic
Township Location
Dickens
Miller
Miller
Burleigh
Airy
Cardiff
Barrie
Carlow
Lyell
Miller
Bicroft
Cardiff
Anstruther

Appendix 4: Questionnaire and Results
(on following pages)

RESULTS:
22 completed questionnaires were returned from participants. NOTE: based on results, there is the
possibility that some participants may have misinterpreted the rating systems.

Affiliation (all that applied):
5
North Hastings area resident
0
North Hastings seasonal resident
11
NHCFH member
1
MNR employee
3
Other – HHOA
1
Other – Tri-Lakes Conservation
3
Not stated
1. Since 2007, substantial financial resources from the government and the local
community have been committed towards the building, maintenance and operation of a
fish hatchery in Bancroft. The public monies spent in support of the North Hasting
Community Fish Hatchery have been well directed.
10
Strongly agree
7
Agree
1
Need more information
0
Disagree
3
Strongly disagree
1
Not stated
2. Thousands of fish have been stocked from the North Hastings Community Fish
Hatchery over the years. Just as impressive is the importance of this facility with
respect to student and public education, tourism and volunteerism within our
community.
11
Strongly agree
7
Agree
0
Need more information
0
Disagree
3
Strongly disagree
1
Not stated
3. Please check the statement that you MOST agree with.
Given your knowledge of the lake trout fisheries in North Hastings …
11
2
2
4
3

lake trout populations are in decline
the relative abundance of lake trout has not changed significantly over the years
lake trout are more abundant now that in the past
I don’t know
Not stated

4. Please put the following answers in order of importance to you (1=most important,
4=least important).
How do you want your lake trout fisheries managed?
Opportunity to catch and keep lake trout no matter where the stocked fish come from
4
1
Most important
2
2
4
3
8
4
Least important
Good catch success rate for wild lake trout, even if not kept
2
1
Most important
3
2
8
3
5
4
Least important
Conservation of self-sustaining wild lake trout to ensure quality fisheries for the future
11
1
Most important
4
2
3
3
0
4
Least important
Restoration of degraded lake trout fisheries
7
1
Most important
7
2
3
3
1
4
Least important
3

Not stated / completed

5. Conservation of native populations that sustain wild fisheries is important for long-term
management of lake trout. Where stocking is necessary for lake trout populations in
small central Ontario lakes, local native strains should be used.
15
Strongly agree
4
Agree
1
Need more information
0
Disagree
2
Strongly disagree
0
Not stated
6. The North Hastings Community Fish Hatchery, in consultation with the Ministry of
Natural Resources, has selected appropriate lakes for stocking of local fish to improve
the future survival of the local lake trout fishery.
4
Strongly agree
9
Agree
1
Need more information
2
Disagree
4
Strongly disagree
2
Not stated

7. The NHCFH takes pride in stocking local fish for rehabilitation purposes. For future
planning purposes, should this hatchery also consider raising fish for “Put, Grow and
Take” stocking?
14
Yes
5
No
2
Not stated
Comments:
- The MNR has to do something. If we do this, we get all their gold.
- Some of the lakes that are PGT specified could be changed to hatchery stocked lakes
- May reduce angler pressure from native lakes and provides more angling opportunities
- PGT fish do not need to be stocked from local trout strains. “Local fish for local lakes” is a
restoration focus. PGT fish can come from OMNR brood stock sources raised at provincial
facility
- Only in local lakes that are accessible
- Only if PGT doesn’t cause any reduction in rehabilitation
8. Do you support the development of a Dedicated Angler Program to help monitor the
success of local stocking efforts?
17
Yes
1
No
4
Not stated
Comments:
- This info should go to a member from the fish hatchery – the MNR locally has a habit of losing
stuff or not believing people
- Need to be careful of angler-based bias by having the quality of anglers represented
consistently i.e.) don’t compare angler CUE’s that are from different angler classes (novice vs.
expert)
- Remove slots – most anglers I know will not fish slot lakes – no creel
What did you think of today’s Public Meeting?
- Great
- Good – need more people
- Very informative (x2)
- Good but could not hear a lot
- Very informative and a great news story for all communities to look upon
- Very informative and well organized
- Ok
- Well organized! Good information both on the tables and on the wall
- Great interaction that should be promoted annually
- Very informative! Raises more questions!
- Very good (x2)
- Fabulous speakers, great information
- Excellent

Do you have any additional comments you would like to share?
- We need a marketing person
- Local fish for local lakes
- If and when NHCFH consider another public meeting, select a day when there are fewer

-

community events competing
More of these meetings in the future! Great day!
Get rid of slots. Why not consider stocking Baptiste Lake

Questions or comments, please contact:
North Hastings Community Fish Hatchery
Email: info@fishhatchery.ca
Tel: 613-332-5018

